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Abstract
In this study, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is utilized for fault-location evaluation in a 330 kV, 50 
Hz, three-phase transmission line using pre-fault and post-fault current data of both the terminals of a 
transmission line. The proposed fault-location method has been extensively tested using the MATLAB model 
of three-phase transmission line. Characteristics extorted from synchronous recording of three-phase 
current signals at the two terminals using DWT are used for the estimation of fault location. The efficiency 
of the proposed method is validated for different types of faults, and with variation in the values of fault 
location. The simulation results of the proposed work show that the proposed technique is not affected 
by varying type and location of the fault. 
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Introduction

The accurate and quick detection and location evaluation 
of faults on transmission lines are the main targets of any 
protective relaying technique to preserve the stability of 
power flow. For detecting and estimating the location 
of faults on transmission lines, many researchers have 
implemented various schemes. Through the frequent 
schemes proposed so far, deep neural network is used for 
the location of faults on three terminal series compensated 
transmission lines.1,2 In Kumar and Saxena,2 a travelling 
wave-based method has been proposed for fault-location 
on multi-lateral distribution network. A fault detection and 
classification technique has been proposed by Biswas et 
al.3 using Wavelet Transform (WT) for a thyristor-controlled 
series capacitor compensated transmission line. In Patel 
et al.,4 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is used for the 
detection of fault on three-phase transmission lines. Fault 
location of series compensated transmission lines using 
WT-based energy travelling wave has been discussed in Yu 
et al.5 In Kirubadevi and Sutha,6 the authors used WT for 
the identification and classification of faults on three-phase 

transmission lines. Continuous WT-based fault-location 
method has been proposed for three-phase transmission 
lines.7 In Ahmed et al.,8 WT-based advanced travelling wave 
is used for fault location on two-terminal transmission 
lines. S-transform-based fault-location technique has 
been described by Liqun et al.9 for fault-location on three-
phase transmission lines. Support vector regression-based 
technique for fault location on thyristor-controlled series 
capacitor compensated transmission line has been reported 
by the authors in Ray et al.10 Current travelling wave-based 
technique for the location of single line to ground faults 
on three-phase transmission lines has been reported by 
Aoyu et al.11 In Kalam et al.,12 WT is used in conjunction 
with feed-forward artificial neural network for the location 
of faults on a three-phase transmission line. DWT-based 
fault-location identification technique has been proposed 
by Chiradeja and Pothisarn13 for the protection of three-
terminal transmission lines. In Gi-Taek et al.,14 WT has 
been used for fault location using GPS on three-phase 
transmission line. WT is used in combination with Fourier 
transform for the detection and classification of faults on 
three-phase transmission lines in Das et al.15
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In this paper, a 330 kV, three-phase, two-terminal 
transmission line composed of 300 km long distributed 
parameter line block is considered. A fault-location 
evaluation technique is proposed in this work using DWT 
taking into account the event of different types of faults with 
varying locations of faults. Both pre- and post-fault current 
signals were processed through Db5 mother wavelet to 
obtain the first-level approximate and detail coefficients. 
The maximum and minimum scale values of approximate 
(A1), horizontal detail (H1), vertical detail (V1) and diagonal 
detail (D1) coefficients are considered as features of DWT 
to determine the evaluation of fault location in a three-
phase transmission line. Test results demonstrate that 
the proposed technique is very effectual in evaluating the 
distance of fault in three-phase transmission lines. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents 
simulation study carried out in this work. In Section 3, 
DWT-based fault-location evaluation method is described. 
Section 4 is dedicated to the discussion of test results. Final 
comments are given in Section 5.

Simulation Studies

The schematic of the three-phase power system is shown 
in Fig. 1. System working in MATLAB includes a 330 kV, 
50 Hz, three-phase transmission line of 300 km length 
connecting the 330 kV source at the sending end and a 
load at the receiving end. The transmission line is divided 
into six sections each of 50 km length extended between 
the three-phase source and the load. The three-phase 
current recorded at Bus-2 (located at receiving end side 
of a transmission line) during no-fault situation and the 
three-phase current recorded at Bus-1 (located at sending 
end side of a transmission line) during fault situation are 
processed using DWT to extract the approximate and detail 
coefficients at level-1 for the evaluation of fault-location. 

Proposed Fault Distance Evaluation Scheme 

or operation into different frequency components. Fourier 
analysis splits up a signal into a wave of various frequencies 
whereas wavelet analysis breaks up a signal into shifted 
and scale version of the original signal. Multi-resolution 
analysis (MRA) is another technique which is used to 
examine signal to overcome the troubles associated with 
time and frequency resolution.

where, Ψ is known as the mother wavelet, the scale 
parameter is expressed as a0

m and the parameters of 
translation are designated as am, n0 and b0.

1 In the proposed 
work, daubechies-5 (db5) is chosen as mother wavelet 
for analyzing the pre-fault and post-fault current signals.

Figure 2 depicts the flow chart of overall process of fault 
distance evaluation using DWT in a three-phase transmission 
line. The primary step is to simulate various fault events 
varying the fault-location in a three-phase transmission 
line, consequently processing the pre-fault and post-fault 
current signals recorded at both ends of the line using DWT 
and then calculating the maximum and minimum scale of 
pre-fault and post-fault approximate and detail coefficients 
at level-1 at various distances. The distance of fault can be 
estimated by subtracting the pre-fault wavelet coefficients 
from the post-fault wavelet coefficients and then adding 
the positive values of the coefficients.5 

The proposed DWT-based fault-location technique is tested 
on a 330 kV, 50 Hz three-phase power transmission line.

Results and Discussion

To investigate the performance of the proposed fault 
distance estimation technique, the power transmission 
system as described in Section 2 is simulated extensively 
for various fault situations and discussed in following sub-
sections. The percentage error in fault distance estimation 
is calculated using Eq. 2.8 

% Error =

The proposed method is tested for various fault situations to 
check the effectiveness of the method for varying locations 
of fault.

Simulation Results of Proposed Technique for Phase-
‘A-g’ Fault at 50 km from Section-1

The performance of the proposed technique is examined 
for phase-‘A-g’ fault at 50 km from Bus-1. Figure 3 shows 
phase-A current recorded at 300 km from Bus-1 during 
no-fault. Figure 4 exemplifies phase-A current at 50 km 
from Bus-1 during phase-‘A-g’ fault with Rf=Rg=0.001Ω at 
FIT=0.0166 seconds. The phase-A current signals as shown 

Source
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Circuit
Breaker-1

Circuit
Breaker-2

Three 
Phase 
LoadTransmission 

Line

Figure 1.Schematic of 330 kV Test System
In the area of digital signal processing, the methods based 
on WT have become one of the most powerful mathematical 
tools and since 1980’s these methods have become trendier. 
As a substitute to short time Fourier Transform (STFT), the 
WT was developed to grow above problems associated 
to its resolution trouble. More entirely, if a window of 
infinite length is chosen, one can attain perfect frequency 
resolution but without time information. WT is a recently 
developed mathematical tool that divides up data, function 
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in Figs. 3 and 4 are further processed using discrete WT 
with Db5 wavelet to extract proper characteristic vector 
for fault-location evaluation. Figure 5 shows discrete WT 
coefficient of phase-A current during no-fault at 300 km 
from Bus-1 recorded at Bus-2 using ‘Db5’ wavelet. Figure 
6 illustrates DWT coefficient of phase-A current during 
phase-‘A-g’ fault at 50 km from Bus-1 recorded at Bus-1 
using ‘Db5’ wavelet. Table 1 shows the wavelet coefficient 
of phase-A current during no-fault at 300 km and contains 
the maximum and minimum scale values of approximate 
coefficients and detail coefficients (horizontal detail, vertical 
detail and diagonal detail). Similarly, Table 2 depicts the 
wavelet coefficients of phase-A current during phase-
‘A-g’ fault occurred at 50 km from Bus-1 and contains 
the maximum and minimum scale values of approximate 
coefficients and detail coefficients (horizontal detail, vertical 
detail and diagonal detail). Table 3 illustrates the maximum 
and minimum scale of coefficients for phase-‘A-g’ fault at 
50 km using ‘Db5’ wavelet. From Table 3, it can be observed 

that for evaluating the location of fault, the values of pre-
fault coefficients of phase-A current obtained at 300 km 
are subtracted from the values of post-fault coefficients of 
phase-A current obtained at 50 km from Bus-1 and then the 
positive values of the coefficients are added. From Table 3, 
it can be noticed that the fault-location result of proposed 
DWT-based technique is precise with percentage error of 
0.1666%, which can be seen from Table 7.

Phase-‘A-g’ Fault at 50 km Using ‘Db5’ 

Response of Proposed Technique for Phase-‘A-g’ 

Record pre-fault and post-fault three phase 
current at different locations 

Signal processing
using ‘Db5’ wavelet

Calculate maximum and minimum scale of 
pre-fault and post-fault approximate and 
detail coefficients at level-1 at different 

locations

 Evaluate fault distance

Subtract pre-fault wavelet coefficients from 
post-fault wavelet coefficients

Add positive values of coefficients obtained 
in step-4

Figure 2.Proposed Fault Distance Evaluation Scheme
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Figure 3.Phase-A current at 300 km from Bus-1 
during No-Fault
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Figure 4.Phase-A Current at 50 km from Bus-1 during 
Phase-‘A-g’ Fault

Figure 5.DWT Coefficients of Phase-A Current 
during No-Fault at 300 km from Bus-1 Using ‘Db5’ 
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Figure 6.DWT Coefficients of Phase-A Current 
during Phase-‘A-g’ Fault at 50 km from Bus-1 

Using ‘Db5’ Wavelet
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Fault at 100 km from Bus-1

The performance of the proposed technique is examined 
for phase-‘A-g’ fault at 100 km from Bus-1. Figure 7 shows 
phase-A current of a three-phase transmission line at 300 
km from Bus-1 during no-fault. Figure 8 shows the phase-A 
current at 100 km from Bus-1 during phase-‘A-g’ fault with 
Rf=Rg=0.001Ω at FIT=0.0166 seconds. As discussed in the 
previous sub-section, the phase-A current signals as shown 
in Figs. 7 and 8 are further processed using DWT with 
Db5 wavelet to extract suitable characteristic vector for 
fault-location evaluation. Figure 9 shows DWT coefficients 
of phase-A current during no-fault at 300 km from Bus-1 
recorded at Bus-2 using ‘Db5’ wavelet. Figure 10 illustrates 
DWT coefficients of phase-A current during phase-‘A-g’ 
fault at 100 km from Bus-1 recorded at Bus-1 using ‘Db5’ 
wavelet. Table 4 exemplifies the wavelet coefficients of 
phase-A current during no-fault at 300 km and contains 
the maximum and minimum scale values of approximate 
coefficients and detail coefficients (horizontal detail, vertical 
detail and diagonal detail). Similarly, Table 5 shows the 
wavelet coefficients of phase-A current during phase-
‘A-g’ fault occurred at 100 km from Bus-1 and contains 
the maximum and minimum scale values of approximate 
coefficients and detail coefficients (horizontal detail, 
vertical detail and diagonal detail). Table 6 exemplifies the 
maximum and minimum scale of coefficients for phase-‘A-g’ 
fault at 100 km using ‘Db5’ wavelet. From Table 6, it can 

be examined that for evaluating the location of fault, the 
values of pre-fault coefficients of phase-A current obtained 
at 300 km are subtracted from the values of post-fault 
coefficients of phase-A current obtained at 100 km from 
Bus-1 and then the positive values of the coefficients are 
added. From Table 6, it can be noticed that the fault-location 
result of proposed DWT-based technique is precise with 
percentage error of 2.3666%. Test results of fault-location 
evaluation and percentage error achieved by using DWT 
approach during single line to ground faults at various 
locations with varying locations of fault are presented in 
Table 7. Test results show that the proposed DWT-based 
fault-location scheme is not affected by variation in fault-
location. 

Conclusions

A fault distance evaluation technique for three-phase 
transmission line using DWT is presented in this paper. 
A 330 kV, 50 Hz, three-phase transmission line of 300 
km length is simulated for various system circumstances 
with variation in fault type and its location. The proposed 
fault distance evaluation technique uses the single-phase 
pre- and post-fault current signals recorded at both ends 
of a transmission line. The simulation results demonstrate 
that the proposed fault distance evaluation technique is 
robust for different fault locations, having satisfactory 
accurateness for all situations. 

Table 1.Wavelet Coefficients at 300 km during No-Fault

Table 2.Wavelet Coefficients at 50 km during Phase-‘A-g’ Fault

Table 3.Maximum and Minimum Scale of Coefficients for Phase-‘A-g’ Fault at 50 km Using ‘Db5’

Coefficients Maximum Scale Minimum Scale
Approximate (A1) 541.6 −173.3

Horizontal (H1) 232.9 −276.6
Vertical (V1) 252.9 −296.7

Diagonal (D1) 167.6 −191

Coefficients Maximum Scale Minimum Scale
Approximate (A1) 541.6 −119.5

Horizontal (H1) 234.4 −270.8
Vertical (V1) 232.5 −269

Diagonal (D1) 164.2 −216.7

Db5 Maximum Db5 Maximum
Coefficients A1 H1 V1 D1 A1 H1 V1 D1

Coefficients at 50 km 541.6 232.9 252.9 167.6 −173.3 −276.6 −296.7 −191
Pre-fault coefficients. 541.6 234.4 232.5 164.2 −119.5 −270.8 −269.1 −216.7

Differences 0 −1.5 20.4 3.4 −53.8 −5.8 −27.6 25.7
Estimated Distance (km)=20.4+3.4+25.7=49.5
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Figure 7.Phase-A Current at 300 km from 
Bus-1 during No-Fault

Figure 8.Phase-A Current at 100 km from Bus-
1 during Phase-‘A-g’ Fault
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Figure 9.DWT Coefficients of Phase-A Current during 
No-Fault at 300 km from Bus-1 Using ‘Db5’ Wavelet

Figure 10.DWT Coefficients of Phase-A Current during 
Phase-‘A-g’ Fault at 100 km from Bus-1 Using ‘Db5’ 
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Coefficients Maximum Scale Minimum Scale
Approximate 

(A1)
697.1 50.04

Horizontal (H1) 320.5 −285.2
Vertical (V1) 373 −329.9

Diagonal (D1) 231.8 −188.9

Table 4.Wavelet Coefficients at 300 km during 
No-Fault

Table 5.Wavelet Coefficients at 100 km during 
Phase-‘A-g’ Fault

Table 6.Maximum and Minimum Scale of Coefficients for Phase-‘A-g’ Fault at 100 km Using ‘Db5’

Coefficients Maximum Scale Minimum Scale
Approximate 

(A1)
697.1 16.87

Horizontal (H1) 370.7 −266.6
Vertical (V1) 385 −341.7

Diagonal (D1) 243.9 −230.5

Table 7.Fault-Location Evaluation and Percentage Error Varying Fault-Location

Db5 Maximum Db5 Minimum
Coefficients A1 H1 V1 D1 A1 H1 V1 D1

Coefficients at 100 km 697.1 370.7 385 243.9 16.87 −266.6 −341.7 −230.5
Pre-fault coefficients. 697.1 320.5 373 231.8 50.04 −285.2 −329.9 −188.9

Differences 0 50.2 12 12.1 −33.17 18.6 −11.8 −41.6
Estimated Distance (km)=50.2+12+12.1+18.6=92.9

Authentic Fault Location (km) Fault-Location Evaluated (km) Using 
‘Db5’ Wavelet

Percentage Error

50 49.5 0.1666
100 92.9 2.3666
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